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BDS, the Campaign for Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions of Israel, scores again: over a 

thousand anthropologists recently signed a petition which, borrowing language from BDS’s 

website, pledges to boycott all Israeli universities until they call on the Israeli government to end 

the siege of Gaza, withdraw from the Occupied Territories, grant Palestinian Citizens full 

equality and recognize the Palestinian refugees’ right of return.  

I, an Israeli anthropologist, support these four demands. In fact I am on record making similar 

suggestions. I am troubled however by the impasse the petition, and BDS’s strategy at large, 

create here. It makes me wonder whether this movement might damage reconciliation rather than 

enhance it.                

I find the demand that my colleagues’ petition makes, that Israeli universities should formulate 

and declare institutional positions on highly controversial political issues, extraordinary. 

Universities do not do that. They must of course zealously protect the freedom of faculty and 

students to speak and act politically. But formulating institutional political positions could trap 

them in the suffocating grip of party politics, restrict their epistemic authority and harm them 
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financially. The historic choice of universities anywhere has therefor been consistent: guard 

internal freedom; avoid external pressure.        

This policy is in fact so basic to academic life that those suggesting Israeli universities should 

depart from it cannot plead oversight or ignorance. BDSniks, whose attempts to orchestrate an 

academic boycott of Israel began in 2002, should and do know better. I for one believe that the 

petition they concocted was never intended to reform Israeli universities. The impasse it contains 

is a deliberate attempt to permanently ostracize them.            

BDS’s website describes the movement as aiming ‘to force Israel to meet standards and norms of 

international law and Palestinian rights’. Sharply critical of Israel, this definition nevertheless 

appears as an attempt to rectify it. Later the text offers Israel a deal: withdraw from the territories 

occupied since 1967, reform the treatment of Palestinian citizens, recognize the right of return 

and have all boycotts, sanctions and divestments lifted.  

These demands, and in particular the call on Israel to withdraw from the territories occupied in 

1967 creates an impression many Western liberals will find reassuring: BDS seems to implicitly 

support a two states solution. Well, it does not. The overwhelming majority of those moving in 

BDS’s orbits are staunchly opposed to two states. Conveniently, with no discernable governance 

structure, the movement cannot be held accountable to its own double talk.  

What do DBSniks really want as an endgame? Hard to tell, as they have never issued any 

blueprint for a detail resolution. The two sensibilities that do surface as one hears and read them 

over the years are (a) a firm belief that the problem in the Middle East is Israel; and (b) a deep 

conviction that any progress hinges on undoing it as a political entity.   
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Israelis facing the expiry of the project which, for good or bad, defines their personal and 

collective existence for decades now, are naturally abhorred by the notion of their own eclipse. 

But even if we substitute the bloodshed and destruction featured in their nightmares for a more 

benign scenario, the transition to post-Israel still hinges on cataclysmic disruption of the 

political, economic, social, cultural and personal realities of an entire nation.  

BDSniks know that Israel’s demise is a hard sell. So they embellish it. A petition designed to 

ostracize Israeli universities is disguised as an effort to constructively reform them. And BDS’s  

campaign at large bends over backwards to obfuscate its real intentions - to undo Israel, not 

refine it.         

Palestinians are enraged with decades of suffering and dispossession. Their hopes that an 

increasingly chauvinistic and introverted Israel could find the sense and strength required for a 

just solution are almost exhausted. I sympathize. But when an exchange, ostensibly a dialogue 

(you concede this, I grant that) turns out to be one side looking through the other to a future 

where the other is no longer, goodwill and compassion turns into self defense.  

Clicking support for an online petition is easy, and emotionally gratifying. But people of good 

will watching Israel/Palestine from afar should act responsibly, and carefully consider the 

consequences their support might have. They certainly must not endorse a ploy designed to 

neutralize Israeli academics, a group consistently committed to the Herculean effort to forge 

some common ground.  
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